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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: RB Mike Weber, Ohio State 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

  

2019’s top ‘next Alvin Kamara’ candidate is probably Mike Weber of Ohio State. Anyone who 

thinks David Montgomery is better than Weber for that role is fooling themselves. Weber is much more 

effective runner and a better/smoother pass catcher out of the backfield, and a way better athlete 

across the board. 

The Alvin Kamara running back profile is noted by a few distinguishing features… 

 -- Not an ideal every down running back. You don’t mind if you have to use for 20+ touches from time 

to time, but you really want to get them 5-10 carries and 5-10 targets a game. 

 -- Not overly big/thick/a pounder, not 220+ pounds…more a nice spot/role for a 207-215 pound RB with 

receiving ability. 

 -- Nice ‘wiggle’, an ability to shift away, to jump cut away from tacklers. 

 -- A great ability to smoothly, gracefully float out of the backfield and into any screen or flare or any real 

WR route you want him to run – especially a wheel route. 

  

I don’t know if many see Weber in this light…I don’t hear it talked about much. When he was the 

Freshman of the Year in the Big Ten, people thought he was then next big thing and then he just kinda 

fizzled with some hamstring issues (supposedly) in 2017 and split roles in 2017 and 2018 – which is being 

held against him, although the same split time/backfield role was lauded when it came to Kamara. 

Weber didn’t catch as many passes as Kamara in college, but the Ohio State offense is not necessarily 

built for throwing a lot to the running back. 

There are several problems for Weber to be ‘the next Kamara’ in the NFL… 

1) Besides the New Orleans Saints, no team in the NFL is really committed to having that ‘Kamara’ 

specific role…a purposeful dual-backfield with Kamara limited on carries and pushed as almost an extra 

receiver (Carolina just does everything with McCaffrey…whereas Kamara has a ‘pitch count’ Sean Payton 

keeps in mind). 
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2) Weber just isn’t as good a talent overall as Kamara…and he certainly doesn’t have the draft 

momentum right now which won’t help him to force a team to push him right away. 

3) He went from freshman sensation to forgotten/boring by the end of his career. NFL teams are going 

to wonder if there were issues. 

I watched a bunch of Weber tape, and I see a very capable NFL back. Not a star. Just good or ‘functional’. 

He’s a low-key personality. He’s being overlooked in the draft for many reasons. He can be useful/good 

at the next level…or he might be forgotten some more. I’m having a hard time making a great case for 

him, but I don’t see any type of bust here either. 

  

 

Mike Weber, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

1,096 yards rushing/9 TDs and 6.0 yards per carry in 2016. He dropped to 101 carries for 626 yards, but 

10 TDs in 2017. He bumped back up to 172 carries in 2018, but just 954 yards and 5 TDs. His output 

trend puts people to sleep on him. 

In 2018, opened the season with a 186 yards/3 rushing TD game and then just kinda fizzled into 

OK/‘good’ the rest of the season. Just 2 rushing TDs his final 12 college games…after 22 rushing TDs his 

first 27 college games. I think it wasn’t so much that Weber did something bad/wrong, just that the 

offensive flow changed. 

He averaged 5.9 yards per carry over his career. Most of his games where he saw 15+ carries he rushed 

for 5-6+ yards per carry. It’s just he had a few too many less-than-10-carry games dragging his raw 

totals/numbers down. 

Just 5.5 yards per catch in his career is a little worrisome too. I saw a guy who got open a bunch in the 

passing game but didn’t see the targets/get catchable passes downfield as much (he ran some wheel 

routes that Haskins misfired on too often). When he did get catches, especially in 2018, he didn’t break 

anything huge with them – more confusion for me. I see a nice receiver on tape, but the 

numbers/performance didn’t light me up. 

  

2019 NFL Combine Measurables… 

5’9.5”/211 pounds, 9.4” hands, 29.8” arms 

4.47 40-time, 2.61 20-yard, 1.54 10-yard 
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DNP agility times 

22 bench press, 33.5” vertical, DNP broad jump 

 

 

The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Mike Weber Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Yikes, I don’t like this list. A collection of nice, bigger ‘small’ RB prospects from days gone by…guys that 

never really mattered in the NFL. They had a moment or two… some of them not even that. 

HOWEVER, they are all guys from 2012 or prior…back when the NFL didn’t really know how to use the 

RB in the passing game as well. Perhaps, Weber is in a better place/era for his skillset in 2019. 

 

RB 
Score 

RB-
Re 

RB-
ru 

Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Power 
Metric 

6.939 7.58 5.39 Weber Mike Ohio St. 2019 5 9.5 211 5.90 6.41 7.90 

8.073 8.74 6.73 Batch Baron Texas Tech 2011 5 9.5 207 4.31 2.04 9.26 

5.174 5.97 4.02 Jackson Brandon Nebraska 2007 5 9.7 210 1.87 5.77 7.50 

4.067 4.44 2.62 Banyard Joe UTEP 2012 5 10.7 213 3.64 3.33 9.37 

3.697 2.13 1.75 Meggett  Davin Maryland 2012 5 8.1 211 1.47 0.00 8.06 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

the strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics – then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search – runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and quantify a prospect's receiving 

skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now make it/thrive in the NFL strictly 

based on their receiving skills – it is an individual attribute sought out for the NFL and no longer 

dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in college in relation to 

their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with hand size measurables, etc. 
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*RB-Ru score = Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and quantify an RB prospect's ability 

strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their rushing numbers in college in 

relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with 

various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I see Weber trending with fringe top 100 overall projections, but my feeling is he’s ice cold for the NFL 

Draft right now. He might sneak into the top 100, but I’d bet a nickel that he falls/winds up between 

#100-125.  

If I were an NFL GM, I see what Weber has to offer but there are so many other similar 

talents from smaller schools to get/groom at a much cheaper draft price or even after the draft. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Has enough gravitas to get drafted somewhere, but his career will depend upon his landing 

spot/whether he can get into that ‘Kamara’ role…and fast. I think he’s more likely to be a 

useful/forgettable hand than some impact player…but not without hope of upside.  
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Copyright Statement 
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of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 
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